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The aim of this material is to generate curiosity and a desire to learn more about this 
topic, or others that may be related to advanced manufacturing.

There is one video in each picture. You must click on the pictures to open the videos.

It is recommended to watch the videos to get an idea of what will be played in class. It 
may not be necessary to play all the video time, that is up to the person presenting this 
material.

Instructions
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• What do you know about composite materials?

• Making a Carbon Bike Frame from Scratch!

• Future of Bike Industry and Bike Manufacturing

• Smart Bike Design Workshop (Learning by Doing)

Workshop structure



What do you know about 
Composite Materials

Relatore
Note di presentazione
This part of the presentation will be used to build trust with the students. They will be asked about what they know about composite materials and after they answer, they will be told that "carbon fibre reinforced polymer" is a material with good specific mechanical properties, good fatigue resistance, etc... The attached wikipedia link is easy to read and although it is not very technical, it is enough for the talk that will be held later.https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_fiber_reinforced_polymer



Making a 
carbon bike 
frame
from Scratch!

Relatore
Note di presentazione
The aim is for students to watch the video of how a carbon bicycle is made. Young people in general like sports, and this kind of video increases their interest.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UWSePEV88tw&t=1955s


Bike 
Industry

Future?

Relatore
Note di presentazione
In this transparency we interact with the students again. They are asked what they think about the future of the bicycle, how they see it as a means of transport, if they think it is a viable option to replace the car... You can also ask questions such as:What is the future of the bicycle industry? What is the market trend?What kind of bicycles will be present in the future?Will it continue to be manufactured with the same technologies?



Bike 
Industry

Futur-e

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Here is another video on the manufacture of electric bicycle motors so that students can see how to manufacture this type of component that they themselves may be using today.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nLutGVgpbms


Bike 
Industry

Auto
Mation

Relatore
Note di presentazione
In the video you can see the development of the concept of the bike made by additive manufacturing. This type of technology is the future and will be increasingly used in the bicycle sector as in other sectors. It is not necessary to watch the whole video, you can only watch the final part.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W1gOq9CL9CU


Smart City-Bike Concept Design

Problem: In big cities there are a lot of bicycles thefts every day.
How would you solve this problem using the new technologies
available on the market?

Get together in groups of 4 people and carry out a brain-storming
with new bicycle concepts that can be manufactured using new
technologies such as additive manufacturing, IoT, etc...

Relatore
Note di presentazione
In this section, students will be asked to draw possible solutions, write them down, etc., and to hand them in as a file.
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